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We investigate 3D deep learning methods for predicting
quantum mechanical energies at high-theory-level accuracy
from inexpensive, rapidly computed molecular geometries.
Using space-filled volumetric representations (voxels), we
explore the effects of radial decay from atom centers and ro-
tational data augmentation on learnability. We test several
published computer vision models for 3D shape learning,
and construct our own architecture based on 3D inception
networks with physically meaningful kernels. We provide
a framework for further studies and propose a modeling
challenge for the computer vision and molecular machine
learning communities.
1. Introduction
Obtaining quantum mechanical (QM) properties of
molecules with high precision is computationally expen-
sive and scales exponentially with system size [32]. Semi-
empirical QM methods offer faster alternatives to density
functional theory (DFT) at the expense of accuracy [42].
The combination of low-precision QM modeling with ma-
chine learning (ML), so called delta-learning [36, 7, 26, 19],
has demonstrated success in obtaining chemically accurate
results with minimal additional computational cost. This
approach, however, is not amenable to high-throughput ex-
perimentation (HTE), e.g., for the in silico screening of a
virtual compound library in drug discovery campaigns [32].
The main bottleneck for HTE delta-learning still lies
in the optimization of 3D geometry prior to property pre-
diction. On the other hand, structure optimization using
simple force field methods [16] can be performed in ultra-
high-throughput, though with low accuracy in downstream
QM calculations. Therefore, the direct prediction of high-
precision QM properties from force-field-optimized geome-
tries represents a valuable goal for molecular ML.
Computer vision (CV) approaches to understanding
molecular geometry have seen little development despite
their enormous impact in other 3D shape learning domains
[29, 35, 8, 10, 50, 31, 39]. Space-filled volumetric rep-
resentations match the chemical intuition of molecules as
physical objects, though only a handful of reports have uti-
lized voxels [22, 41, 40, 44] or 3D shape descriptors derived
from voxels [48] as input features for ML. Even so, stud-
ies thus far are limited by use of a single core scaffold for
shape differentiation [48], low input resolution at the atomic
scale [40], and the prediction of trivially computed proper-
ties [22].
We herein report on our initial studies to advance
these methods, developing 3D convolutional neural network
(CNN) architectures for molecular shape recognition. Our
methods are demonstrated by the prediction of QM energy
values at near-DFT accuracy using rapidly computed force
field geometries [16] rendered as voxel grids. We take
advantage of modern graphics processing capabilities for
ultra-HT voxelization [44], allowing us to interrogate the
effects of atomic radial decay in our input volumes. We find
that models based on inception networks [24] provide high
accuracy and generalization, and we discuss the chemical
relevance of such architectures.
We further find that multi-view augmentation of input
data by 10-fold rotation significantly improves accuracy in
many cases [29]. We provide a simple workable example
for data processing and model construction as an interac-
tive python notebook (link), and will make the full code
base as well as trained models freely available in a follow-
up full report. The models are readily usable by researchers
in chemistry, and the voxelization and learning functions
provide a modeling challenge for the CV community.
2. Approach and Methods
2.1. Data
The PubChemQC PM6 (PCQCPM6) dataset [32] was re-
cently published and includes over 200 million molecules
with geometries optimized at the semi-empirical PM6 the-
Figure 1. Example renderings of voxelized PCQCPM6 ID: 66098987 (HOMO-LUMO gap 5.76) at various resolutions and decay settings.
ory level [42]. A 2.5 million structure subset was further op-
timized by high-precision DFT at the B3LYP/6-31G* the-
ory level. The energy difference between a compound’s
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest un-
occupied molecular orbital (LUMO), so called the HOMO-
LUMO gap, is a valuable property often predicted by DFT
calculation. The HOMO-LUMO gap is commonly used
as an indicator of a substrate’s reactivity, particularly in
organic electronics applications [32, 11]. HOMO-LUMO
gap energies were published for the entirety of the PC-
QCPM6 dataset, calculated at the theory level of each com-
pound’s optimization. Given their high accuracy and cost,
the B3LYP energy results will serve as our regression tar-
gets. These data are rather Gaussian in nature but contain
a few significant outliers. Those outside of 5 standard de-
viations from the mean were removed before modeling (see
the original report for more data information [32]).
We prepared space-filled volumes (voxel arrays) for 1.8
million molecules from the B3LYP subset with molecular
weights up to 500 g/mol containing the atoms C, H, N, O, P,
S, F, and Cl. Geometries were optimized in high throughput
using the Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF) [16] as im-
plemented in the RDKit cheminformatics package [23]. We
toggled several settings in the voxelization procedure, in-
cluding the voxel value decay from atom centers as a func-
tion of their van der Waals radius (VDWR, see SI).
We additionally tested multiple input resolutions, from
323 to 1283, holding the overall grid size constant at 16Å
in each dimension (Figure 1). We ultimately found higher
resolutions offered only minor improvements and for com-
putational speed and data storage settled on 323 grids, max-
imum voxel values at 0.3 times the VDWR, stepwise de-
cay in shells of 0.15 times the VWDR, and a total of 4
shells. For the sake of direct comparison between theory-
level inputs, we aligned the MMFF structures to the PM6-
optimized geometries before modeling (see Section 4).
For architecture assessment, we used a randomly se-
lected subset of 100k molecules. This was divided into
training, validation, and test sets with an 80/10/10 split. For
the ultimate models, this set was expanded to 1M structures,
trained and evaluated with the same 80/10/10 split.
2.2. Augmentation
Inspired by performance improvements obtained in the
original VoxNet report [29], we experimented with rota-
tional data augmentation. This holds analogy to multi-
view 3D object recognition [43], with the extension that
our “views” remain in 3D space instead of 2D. To achieve
Figure 2. QMCVNet architecture. Uppermost labels represent shorthand layer names. Nethermost labels represent tensor shapes at each
layer. Å labels represent the kernel size on one edge used to obtain each intermediate representation in the inception modules.
this, we performed 9 right-angle rotations [4] of each struc-
ture (90◦, 180◦, and 270◦ about each of the principal axes),
yielding 10 total orientations with identical target values
when added to the original view. To avoid excessive data
storage requirements, we implemented a generator function
that performs this augmentation on the fly as examples are
passed to the networks (see associated code for details).
2.3. Deep learning models
We implemented four published CNN architectures with
known success in 3D object recognition [29, 17] and shape-
based design [40]. Their composition is described below,
and graphical depictions can be found in the SI. Unless
specified otherwise, all models were implemented using the
TensorFlow deep learning platform [1] and were trained on
four NVIDIA® Tesla T4 GPUs for 20 epochs using the
Adam optimizer [20] with a learning rate that decayed lin-
early from 1e−3 to 1e−4 [29].
VoxNet. Reported in 2015 by Maturana and Scherer
[29], VoxNet has become a standard baseline architecture
for 3D shape learning tasks. It consists of two convolutional
layers with kernels, strides, and channels of size (5, 2, 32)
and (3, 1, 32), respectively. These are each treated with
LeakyReLu activation (α = 0.1) and dropout (p = 0.2).
The outputs of the CNN undergo [2×2×2] max-pooling
and flattening before two ReLU-activated dense layers of
output dimensions 128 and 1, the latter providing the pre-
dicted HOMO-LUMO gap. In total, VoxNet contains just
0.91M learnable parameters (see SI).
FusionNet. An alternative strategy to direct 3D convo-
lutions, FusionNet (Hegde and Zadeh, 2016) [17] takes 2D
slices of voxel grids and uses standard image-processing
CNN machinery for learning. An interesting consequence
of this approach is the anisotropic expansion in the channel
dimension during propagation. This translates to stretch-
ing a molecule along one axis as it passes through the net-
work. In the report, “V-CNN I” achieves this by a ReLu-
activated CNN layer containing 64 channels with 2D ker-
nels and stride of size (3, 1). 2D max-pooling is followed
by two more of the same CNN layers, dropout (p = 0.5),
and flattening. A dense layer of size 2048 again precedes
the output layer. V-CNN I contains 3.4M parameters.
In the same report, “V-CNN II” combines the 2D slice
approach with inception modules [24], or multiple ker-
nels of different sizes whose outputs are concatenated and
treated together by a nonlinearity in each layer. Specifi-
cally, 2D kernels of size 1, 3, and 5 pixels with stride 1 each
produce 20 channels (a contraction relative to the size 32
inputs). The three outputs are concatenated to 60 channels
before ReLU activation and dropout (p = 0.2). Another 2-
pronged inception module with kernels of size 1 and 3 com-
bine to give 64 channels, again before ReLU and dropout (p
= 0.3). A final 32 channel convolution with a [3×3] kernel,
activation, and dropout (p = 0.5) is followed by the same
dense module as V-CNN I. The largest of all tested archi-
tectures, V-CNN II contains over 67M parameters.
ShapeAutoencoder. Skalic et al. reported an au-
toencoder architecture for generating embeddings from 3D
molecular shapes. These embeddings are utilized for gener-
ative sampling by decoding into SMILES string representa-
tions [46]. The encoder architecture is essentially a higher
capacity VoxNet, with five feed-forward 3D CNN layers
reaching up to 512 channels. Each layer utilizes [3×3×3]
kernels and alternates between strides 1 and 2 for contrac-
tion with ReLU activation. After flattening, the embedding
is made by a dense layer of size 512; we append a final
dense layer to output our scalar predictions. We found the
exact implementation of their architecture to give rather un-
stable loss curves and severe overfitting. We thus added
dropout (p = 0.2) after the second and fourth CNN layers
Table 1. B3LYP HOMO-LUMO gap prediction performance for all model types on the 100k dataset.
model theory test MAE (eV, ↓) test MAPE (%, ↓) R2 (↑)
naive (mean) – 0.851 16.00 0.000
PM6 – 0.400 7.566 0.783
VoxNet
PM6 0.980 16.84 –0.119
MMFF 1.256 21.70 –0.719
MMFF + aug 1.298 22.21 –0.833
V-CNN I
PM6 0.587 11.22 0.504
MMFF 0.630 11.89 0.426
MMFF + aug 0.555 10.53 0.553
V-CNN II
PM6 0.577 11.18 0.525
MMFF 0.610 11.38 0.467
MMFF + aug 0.595 11.26 0.493
ShapeEncoder-d
PM6 0.539 10.39 0.578
MMFF 0.554 10.52 0.562
MMFF + aug 0.502 9.626 0.643
QMCVNet (ours)
PM6 0.543 10.31 0.580
MMFF 0.549 10.55 0.566
MMFF + aug 0.530 10.03 0.607
and first dense layer, which led to much smoother fitting and
holdout performance (see Section 3 and SI). We refer to the
resulting architecture as “ShapeEncoder-d” going forward.
ShapeEncoder-d contains over 15M parameters.
QMCVNet (ours). To derive the benefits of each archi-
tecture above, we merged the inception modules of V-CNN
II with the deep 3D network of ShapeEncoder-d. For the
task of quantum mechanical computer vision, we call our
resulting model QMCVNet, depicted in Figure 2. Given
that our voxel grids are spaced at 0.5Å, the size 1, 3, and
5 kernels in V-CNN II correspond to 0.5, 1.5, and 2.5Å
in each dimension. As typical carbon-carbon and carbon-
heteroatom bond lengths are between 1-1.5Å, these kernels
convolve over roughly 1-2 bonds, or 2-3 atom centers at
most. With the hope of covering entire functional groups
(roughly 3-4 atoms), we added a third inception module
with kernels of size 1, 3, 5, and 7 to the beginning of the
network. After each block, the multi-scale outputs are con-
catenated and treated with ReLU activation and dropout (p
= 0.2) before 3D max-pooling of size and stride 2. The out-
put of a final 3D-convolution is flattened and passed through
two dense layers of size 2048 and 128 before the HOMO-
LUMO gap is predicted. In total, QMCVNet contains 8.7M
parameters.
3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Architecture screen – 100k examples
To assess their performance, we tested each architecture
for predicting HOMO-LUMO gaps at the B3LYP level from
single PM6 and MMFF geometries and orientations. Re-
sults from the 100k compound set (see Section 2.1) are
included in Table 1. We present model performances as
their mean absolute error (MAE) in electron Volts (eV) on
the 10k example test set, as this is the metric used in the
PCQCPM6 report for comparing the PM6 method against
B3LYP itself.
In these experiments, we found that higher capacity
models such as ShapeEncoder-d and QMCVNet performed
best overall. Smaller and simpler architectures such as
VoxNet and V-CNN I tended to underfit the data, yielding
mostly mean-centered predictions and unstable loss curves.
The best models gave MAEs as low as 0.539 eV for PM6
geometries (ShapeEncoder-d), and 0.549 eV for MMFF
(QMCVNet). These MAEs corresponded to mean abso-
lute percentage errors (MAPEs) of around 10.5%, meaning
that, on average, predictions were within 10-11% of the true
HOMO-LUMO gap values. Correlation coefficients (R2)
between predictions and ground truths were modest in most
cases, topping out around 0.580 (QMCVNet + PM6). Note
that the PM6 baseline achieves MAE, MAPE, and R2 values
of 0.400 eV, 7.57%, and 0.783, respectively.
In attempt to increase the performance and generality of
our models, we tested the effects of 10-fold rotational aug-
mentation with each model type using the MMFF geome-
tries (see Section 2.2). As in [29], we pass each rotated
structure through a given network individually, and take the
average of their outputs as the ultimate prediction. Here,
we found most models improved over the single-view ap-
proach, reducing their MAE by about 5-10%, relatively.
ShapeEncoder-d achieved an MAE of 0.502, a MAPE of
9.626, and an R2 of 0.643.
Table 2. B3LYP HOMO-LUMO gap prediction performance on the 1M dataset.
model theory epochs test MAE (eV, ↓) test MAPE (%, ↓) R2 (↑)
naive (mean) – – 0.848 15.86 0.000
PM6 – – 0.400 7.557 0.782
ShapeEncoder-d
PM6 20 0.418 8.051 0.732
MMFF 20 0.484 9.196 0.664
MMFF 100 0.455 8.873 0.687
QMCVNet (ours)
PM6 20 0.479 9.482 0.654
MMFF 20 0.526 10.38 0.583
MMFF 100 0.484 9.590 0.645
3.2. Best architecture scaleup – 1M examples
With the results above, we tested the best performing
architectures—ShapeEncoder-d and QMCVNet—using a
dataset of 1M examples, encoded and split as in the previous
experiments. Results are included in Table 2, which showed
that both models improved substantially with the added
data, particularly with PM6 geometries. ShapeEncoder-d
achieved a MAE, MAPE, and R2 of 0.418, 8.051, and 0.732
for PM6 and 0.484, 9.196, and 0.664 for MMFF, respec-
tively. This was particularly exciting as it approaches the
accuracy obtained by the true semi-empirical PM6 method,
learning from data alone.
If allowed to continue training to 100 epochs, models
were able to fit even MMFF geometries down to MAE of
0.455 and MAPE of 8.873 (ShapeEncoder-d). Further, in
this experiment, energy evaluations on the 100k compound
test set were completed in just 2.5 min, i.e., at a rate of
roughly 1.5 ms per prediction. This extrapolates to evalu-
ating the entire 220M PCQCPM6 dataset in under 4 days,
compared to the reported 1.5 years for the full calculations
[32].
4. Discussion and Outlook
There is much room for development based on the work
herein. We see several avenues for advancements regard-
ing data, modeling, and applications, each of which are dis-
cussed below.
Data. In this work, we focused only on single conform-
ers of each example compound, as it significantly reduces
data-storage requirements. However, for this and many
other 3D learning tasks, evaluating multiple conformers
may be critical. Chemical phenomena such as ligand-target
binding [44], enantioselective catalysis [45], and structure
optimization itself [26] often involve the sampling of many
conformers, both (re)active and not. As such, we intend to
evaluate the use of conformer ensembles [6] along with our
current augmentation techniques to improve on our perfor-
mance.
Given the Gaussian nature of the B3LYP HL-gap data
(see SI), it was challenging to overcome mean-biased pre-
dictions, as is the case in many property prediction tasks.
Due to the size of our networks and encodings, we elected to
retain all data for the sake of effective modeling. However,
it is possible that stratified binning and/or over-sampling of
data points at the extrema could prove beneficial for overall
error reduction.
Modeling. Perhaps the most pressing avenue for ad-
vancing on our current approach is the direct application
of equi- and/or invariant kernel methods. Recent develop-
ments have been made in rotationally invariant 3D CNNs
[4], which have been applied successfully for medical imag-
ing [3, 5, 47] and texture analysis [25]. Reports thus far have
achieved such invariance through the use of rotated convo-
lutional filters [47], spherical harmonics [3], and orienta-
tion pooling [4]. These methods are directly applicable to
our domain, and represent an attractive approach to molec-
ular shape modeling that could avoid the need for rotational
augmentation.
Another interesting approach to improve performance is
the use of self- or unsupervised pretraining [27]. In fact, our
current models using HOMO-LUMO gap supervision could
be used directly as pretrained models for transfer learn-
ing with other tasks. We expect, however, that pretraining
with an auxiliary task that allows use of the full PCQCPM6
dataset may lead to more transferable models, particularly
for tasks in low-data regimes. We intend to explore this
avenue first, with regression of the various QM properties
contained in the PCQCPM6 examples [32], or even larger
descriptor vectors [13] as “self-supervision” tasks [27].
Lastly, given the results observed herein, much sim-
pler architecture and hyperparameter adjustments may give
some performance boosts. In particular, our QMCVNet is
just 12 and
1
8 the size of ShapeEncoder-d and V-CNN II, re-
spectively, but still performs nearly as well or better in most
cases. As such, simply expanding the inception modules or
dense layers may prove fruitful, as could neural architecture
search [12]. We leave these studies for future work.
Applications. Ultimately, it is our goal to develop 3D
CNNs for the understanding of organic reactivity. At the
fundamental level, reactions proceed through 3D interac-
tions, and we therefore expect that explicitly modeling the
3D shape of reaction components could lead to better per-
formance for reactivity tasks. These include but are not
limited to reaction yield [37, 51], selectivity [49, 15], and
condition prediction [28], and even retrosynthesis planning
[38].
It should be noted that simpler ML methods using, e.g.,
fingerprints or descriptors with tree models or feed-forward
NNs [33, 2], or graph convolutional networks [18, 21, 14],
may be better suited for each of these tasks, including
that presented here. This is particularly true for small
datasets, where volumetric encodings may be unreasonably
large, and for problems where electronic structure may out-
weigh steric shape. However, with advancements in high-
throughput experimentation [9, 34, 30], pretraining meth-
ods [27], and graphics processing and data storage [44], we
expect that 3D learning may become achievable for these
inherently 3D tasks, and hope that our current work will in-
form future studies.
5. Conclusion
Herein, we presented results from 3D deep learning ex-
periments with voxel representations for predicting high-
theory-level quantum mechanical properties from rapidly
computed force-field geometries. We investigated sev-
eral state-of-the-art 3D CNN models, and developed our
own architecture—QMCVNet—combining concepts from
inception networks [24] and 3D shape recognition [17]. We
found that high capacity models tended to perform best, giv-
ing accuracies near semi-empirical quantum methods and
with dramatic increase in speed. We presented several op-
portunities for further improvement on our results, which
we are currently investigating. It is our hope that our devel-
oped methods and the availability of the PubChemQC PM6
dataset [32] will lead to community engagement to advance
research at the intersection of computer vision and chem-
istry.
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